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Swtor or Star Wars the Old Republic is one of the popular MMORPG games available on the
internet. There could be several reasons why gamers love playing these games. Apart from freedom
of choosing from various different characters, the game also offers different character development
and moral choices to make. In addition, it is evident from Swtor guides, that gamers are free to
choose their starship to play with, disregard on whose side the gamer decides to play. In fact, there
are six starships in all. Each is distinctly special and deploys different engineering depending on the
region from where they emanate. Similarly, one could find difference between the choices of
materials used to create them. Apart from difference in design and material choices, the starships
also host state-of-the-art weaponry systems, which are uniquely different from other ships.
Moreover, the ships rate differently on the scale of offensiveness and their ability to defend.    

Starship BT-7 Thunderclap utilizes advanced amour plating to defend hits from enemy ships. In
addition, when shield fails, this ship can deflect enemy blasts away from the starship saving its hull.
One can easily refer to Swtor guide to know about more specifications of the ship. On the contrary,
spotting a D5-Mantis starship in a game is a rare experience and riding them being rarest. These
ships have highly sophisticated weaponry systems and are very heavy and bulky. Owing to their
heavy cost involved for building them, they are very few in number. Similarly, an X-70B Phantom is
a prototype build from advance military research. This fleet is designed by empires to destroy
republic starships at striking rates. The frequency of the weapon fire system is exceptionally higher
than other vessels, which makes it a killer ship. Freighter is yet another starship, which deploys
advanced weaponry in contrast to Jedi civil wars against Sith Empire.   

Swtor guides give a quick glance at the specification, which allows gamers to make comparison
between the ships. Based on the level and story of the game, a gamer may switch between their
starship. However, the most ethical way is to buy or exchange the starship with other alien life.
Stealing them is no good, as it spoils the moral of the character.   
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